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About This Game

Take control of your egg and roll your way to victory! The Bad Eggs are mobilising their forces across the world. Join the Royal
Egg Force and save the world with large scale eggy warfare.

Eggs 1942 takes the singleplayer roll-a-ball concept, makes it egg shaped, places you in the centre of a large war with AI eggs
and adds plenty of egg madness. Capture bases, crack a few eggs and keep on rolling your eggs.
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When I was a kid I had no idea of what I was doing but I still loved it.. one of the most difficult shooters I've played so far. This
game is wonderful
10\/10. I write this in english to reach more ppl, but that's not my main language, feel free to let me know if I do some errors.

 Ambience and music\u2665 are brilliant

 Lot of fun and jokes, aliens and spaces marins are really fun

 Directly immersive, start the game and play, no 9'943 things to understand before having fun

 A ton of upgrade. After each level you earn from 1 to 3 stars if you win. And you can spend them on a upgrade tree. You
can reset the tree and spend your stars in another way to try a different strategy for a specific level.

 You can transform your towers into marines basecamp and have soldiers on the battlefield

 Really a lot little nice idea who make this game great

 Polished, bug free

 It cost only 6$
I totally recommend this game for any Tower Defense lover. If you like too sci-fi theme it's a must to have.

Here is a 15min video you can see an entire level. Don't believe this level is easy like that the first time you play without next
level upgrades. It's just to show you a bit what contain this game and how it look.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/8vniMxkkOug. I would love to play this game. It sounds great, but unfortunately I cant get past the
title screen.

i7 @3.2Ghz
8GB RAM
Win 10
Nvidia 1060. Love this genre of games. This particular one, however, contains too much bugs. And the studio itself is
not making any efforts at this point to fix those bugs. If you play the story mode, you will 100% encounter bugs which
may cause you losing the game. However, less bugs would appear if you play with friends against AIs. It would be a
great game if it is bug free. What a shame.. simple and cheap. If you want to show yours friends what vr look like this is
a good option. Not too intense and the game look good.. My very short review after just a short game.

If you love Blitzkrieg 1 you'll love this game too.
It´s not good graphics at all, it´s actually quite ugly.

Great controls/gameplay, and it´s easy to learn.

I bought it for just €1.24, and it´s really worth the money!. A mildly entertaining distraction, but I'm pretty sure this will
never be finished. I'll take down this review if it happens, but I'm not holding my breath.. Just unplug your internet and
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open Google Chrome.
It's free and more fun.
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A bit hard but enjoyable game.
You should try to play this game too!
Good game , Good Price. I've been searching for a game to scratch a more serious (non arcadeyish, at least in terms of health)
single player cover based shooter itch I have in VR.

This game is how I'd imagine Time Crisis in VR with a Payday esque theme would be.

You have the option of Rookie (3 lives) or Hard (1 life? I haven't actually tried it yet). When you begin, you start behind a cop
car, you have about 3 seconds to get into cover and then the action begins. You have to kill all the bank robbers before you are
moved to the next position, and that's it. It's a hard game, but to me it's a ton of fun.

I love that you HAVE to take cover, you have to blindfire (because if you are out in the open for too long, you are going to get
hit). I LOVE that the AI attempts to suppress your position. I LOVE that they also take cover and you can (at least seemingly)
suppress them as well. It just adds up to a really fun time.

I'm not sure what the next updates will bring but I look forward to it, and for the price, the experience is a steal.. Having already
played the Humble Bundle version of the game I felt compelled to play again on Steam so I could leave a review!

I was seriously impressed with The Slaughter. The graphics took me back to my time with Monkey Island and despite the
simplistic style, the backgrounds in particular are incredibly detailed. The game is filled with original music which sets the tone
perfectly and there was one song in particular which was stuck in my head for days. (You will know what I mean when you hear
it!)

Despite some adult subject matter, the writing is full of dry wit which lightens the mood and this sense of humour carries over
into the puzzles. The puzzles strike a perfect balance, the solutions are logical yet challenging and as such they are incredibly
satisfying to solve. I initially found the Shoove Ha'penny minigame to be frustrating but through sheer stubbornness I am now a
pro :)

I noticed a review which claimed the game is short but I actually found it to be the perfect length for a first act. At no point was
I bored and by the time I reached the shocking climax I was hungry for more which can only be a good thing!

Nostalgic visuals, an excellent original soundtrack and an intriguing story. Definitely recommended. Bring on Act 2!. i just
bought my copy of project abyss. it looks awesome, and the idea is as well.
for me there are a few issues though. i think the controls are a bit to complicated. but luckily there is easy control. sadly i did not
find that out until i was killed during tutorial. :). absolutely broken/unplayable. hard crashed in the tutorial

Ys VIII: Lacrimosa of DANA Day 11 Report & Known Issues:
Hello everyone,

We would like to thank the community by extending the “launch window” DLC beyond the original planned week to a full
month after release (until May 15). This includes Adol's Adventure Essentials DLC, Digital Mini Art Book, Digital Soundtrack
Sampler and Laxia's "Eternian Scholar" Costume.

Today, we pushed fixes that were present in the preview branch to the default branch. The most significant fixes include:

Fixed flickering issues

General text fixes

Remaining Known Issues & Roadmap:
-Crashes relating to Threading
-Internal Rendering Resolution configuration
-Irregular shadows
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-Text errors
-Using Stun Gong in Intercept Battles causes conversation to scroll unusually fast

Thank you for your support! Please continue to use the Troubleshooting Forum so we can track down and eliminate the
remaining bugs.

Read our past updates and fixes:
Day 1 Fixes
Day 2 Fixes
Day 3 Fixes
Day 4 Fixes
Day 5 Fixes
Day 8 Fixes
Day 9 Fixes
Day 10 Fixes

- NISA Staff. Race Day is around the corner:
Hello Fellow gamers!

Grid Gunner is almost here and I am looking forward to letting it out in the wild and building a community for the game.
This game is a solo Indie project and I hope it will resonate with many players and that you will get plenty of enjoyment from it
and also be challenged by what lies ahead.

I will be here to listen and engage with you all and take all criticism, good an bad as valuable information to learn from so please
do talk and share your thoughts as it is important to me.

. Update 0.6.0.5 Virtual Containers:
- Added virtual containers to the game
- The virtual containers window is accessible from the control panel on the "Virtual containers" button
- Virtual containers are available only to nationals
- You can expand virtual containers up to 100 slots
- You can create an unlimited number of virtual containers
- The cost of maintaining the virtual containers 1 GC per slot every gaming day (1 hour real time)
- You can delete virtual containers if they do not contain items
- You can add money to your account to hold virtual containers
- If your account runs out of money, the containers are blocked.
- Access to locked containers can be replenished account to a positive amount
- If the containers are blocked for 3 game months (3 days of real time), they will be confiscated
- Confiscated containers will be added for sale at auctions in the next updates.. Kingdom Launching on October 21st!:
Pre-order and get the stellar original soundtrack as a bonus!

KINGDOM IS COMING OCTOBER 21ST!
KINGDOM IS COMING OCTOBER 21ST!
KINGDOM IS COMING OCTOBER 21ST!

That's just under two weeks from now, can you believe it? Not long ago Kingdom was just a thought in Noio's mind, then it
became a Flash game, and now together with Licorice the game is just weeks from launch. We are beyond excited for them.

People have asked how they can support Noio and Licorice's work ahead of launch—no really, they've asked at conventions,
online, and via smoke signals (granted, our grasp of smoke signal is a bit rusty)—so we went ahead and launched a pre-order.
Anyone who picks up the game ahead of launch will also get access to the beautifully arranged soundtrack composed by the very
talented ToyTree when Kingdom launches.

Want to hear a few songs from the soundtrack ahead of time? ToyTree has uploaded a couple tracks for you to sample (link
above)! There will be a few more tracks shared with you all before launch on ToyTree's YouTube channel, each masterfully
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conveying the mystery and wonder evocative of Kingdom. Give them a listen!

The next update from us will be to let you know that the game has launched, we can't wait to share Kingdom with you.

Stay rebellious!

>:). Patch note #5:
Ver 0.75.12

Bug Fixes
- Fixed issue where unassigned some masteries.
 (Probability of orb reduction up when monster acquired)
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